
A COURSE 
MADE in 
HISTORY



CLASSIC AMERICAN DESIGN
Old American Golf Club began with the natural beauty 
of a prime landscape along the shores of Lake Lewisville. 
In keeping with the authenticity of the land, golf 
architects Tripp Davis and Justin Leonard crafted a 
course design that is representative of courses built 
in the early 1900’s. From naturally formed bunkers 
and native grasses, to strategically designed holes 
that leverage varying wind conditions, the architects 
endeavored to create a course with exquisite balance. 
Old American possesses substance – a true golfer’s 
course. Where strategic play is necessary. A course that 
intrigues the golfer with ever changing elements that 
create a different experience each time it is played.

PURE GOLF EXPERIENCE
Encounter a golf experience in its purest form. Old 
American takes you back in time, allowing you to focus on 
the fundamental elements of enjoying a round. Members 
are treated to exceptional playing conditions year round 
and expansive Member-only practice facilities.

SUSTAINABLE SETTING
Old American pays homage to the environment on which 
the course was built. Preservation of the wildlife and  
resources surrounding the course were innate to the 
design. Lake Lewisville makes a stunning appearance on 
several holes, providing challenging natural water hazards 
and a beautiful backdrop. The entire back 9 boasts all 
lakeside views that create a feeling of being one with 
nature. Careful attention was paid to the conservation 
and utilization of water throughout the course. Native 
grasses, trees and plants are used in order to preserve 
water as well as create intentional wildlife habitats.

THE UNIQUE NATURE OF  
THE BUNKERS
During the time of the “Golden Age of Golf Architecture”, 
a sand bunker on a golf course was seen as a hazard and 
was not maintained as a “playing surface”. Over time 
the perception of what a sand bunker is has changed. 

The approach taken with the sand bunkers at Old  
American is part of creating the experience of playing 
the game as it was played in early days of American golf.

“GUIDED  
AND  
TOUCHED,  
BUT NOT  
MANIPULATED” 

OUR  
COURSE 
MARKS THE  
RENAISSANCE 
OF GOLF’S 
GOLDEN AGE.” 

“
“

PRESERVATION OF THE COURSE'S   
 Natural Environment

A TRIBUTE TO THE GOLDEN AGE OF  
     Golf Architecture

- Justin Leonard,  Co-Architect

Actual bridge built in the 1900’s that connected Texas & Oklahoma.

Red barn built in the 1900’s that now serves as Old American cart barn.

- Tripp Davis, Co-Architect



INTIMATE DINING EXPERIENCE 
Old American Grille features indoor and outdoor dining, fresh local produce and meats sourced by the Chef for an unforgettable  
farm to table experience. Ourww on-site garden is full of fruits, vegetables, herbs and spices. The menu includes revolving items 
based on Member and guest feedback and boasts innovative creations fusing Southwestern, Texas and Americana cuisine. 

In addition to our full menu, we also offer weekly traditions and programming for our Members. Weekly traditions such as: 
Wednesday Family Fun Day, Prime Rib Thursday, plus Friday and Saturday Night Chef ’s features. In addition, Members also have 
access to a full calendar of tournaments and special events including: Easter and Mother’s Day Brunch, Live Music on the Patio, 
Member-Guest Tournament, Club Championship and more.

1001 Lebanon Rd.    The Colony, TX 75056
oldamericangolfclub.com

LIMITED NUMBER OF MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE
Contact Kristi Martin, Membership Director
972.370.4653 ext. 227
kmartin@oldamericangolfclub.com

COMPREHENSIVE
    Membership Options

TOUR OLD AMERICAN TODAY 
Old American is primarily a club for the passionate golfer with access to our intimate golfing and dining experience that 
provides you an unhurried and serene get-a-way. Old American is a semi-private club with exclusive membership options for 
residents, non-residents and corporations. We invite you to call or come by for a personal tour today!


